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Abstract— Applications provided by software intensive systems in an Internet of Things environment offer new business opportunities from the industry. An application describes the expected behavior of the software system. Thereby, the steps of a business process (e.g., event booking) are determined using objects from the Internet of Things environment at run-time. The system behavior is determined at run-time and described as a composition of software components based on service descriptions. These software systems can be developed as so-called dynamic adaptive systems. Therefore, developers define a structure based on software components of the system for an application from the system context at design-time. Then, the selection of software components instances by the system takes place at run-time. However, an Internet of Things environment changes its state constantly over life time and thus, the required structure of a software system can not be defined at design-time. Hence, applications of a dynamic adaptive system must be determined at run-time. In this paper, we introduce our vision of an emergent platform as an architecture for the development of a dynamic adaptive system. Such a system is capable of determining an application and compose a service based process that fulfills this application at run-time. Furthermore, we provide two Internet of Things scenarios and describe challenges on the basis of the scenarios which need to be tackled to enable the implementation of our architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The environment of today’s software systems (e.g. embedded systems and information systems) can consist of complex and powerful objects connected. Each object is running software and providing applications for customers over the internet. This environment is well-defined as the Internet Of Things (IoT) [1]. For example, the software running on these devices can be provided as software components from the domain of social events, the domain of transportation or the domain of home automation. Such an environment offers new business opportunities to component providers and to providers of business applications from the industry. From the technological point of view, a software system is then needed to enable providers to offer applications and enable customers to make use of these applications: We refer to such a software system as a Platform Ecosystem [2].

In the field of business to customer applications, IoT objects from an environment are used to provide business related applications. All necessary objects for an application are represented in a structure as user requirements. This structure can be described as steps of a business process, which are expected by customers and thus must be fulfilled by an application provided by the system. In this context, we refer to formal user requirements as an appropriate machine readable representation of user requirements. Hence, an application can be defined as a structure that describes a set of component-based software interfaces, which must fulfill the formal user requirements.

Consequently, the application and all required IoT components can not be predefined at design-time because an IoT environment changes its state continuously over life time [3]. Hence, a software system providing applications must automatically and dynamically conduct a composition in response to a state change. We refer to this as an emergent property of a software system in an IoT environment. The resulting behavior of the system is not predefined at design-time and not anticipated by individual components. As a consequence, a composition containing executable software components and their bindings for interfaces of a software system is neither known at development time, nor at deployment time. Its composition is changing over time considering changes of its environment. Hence, each time its IoT environment changes, the software system must be maintained. However, in each maintenance phase additional costly steps must be conducted to find a suitable application from available services. To avoid these problems, a dynamic adaptive software system must be developed, such that it is capable to determine an application from available service at run-time using the state of the IoT environment at run-time.

Thus, we introduce our vision of an software architecture for the development of a dynamic adaptive system, which can fulfill the emergent property required for its applicability in an IoT based environment. The goal of this paper is to investigate if our proposed software architecture can be used by software engineers to develop the appropriate system in practise. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II, the vision architecture of the Emergent Platform and its building blocks are introduced. The activity booking and home automation examples are then used to describe how our Emergent Platform can be applied in the IoT environment.
in Section III. In Section IV an investigation of challenges follows on the feasibility of approaches from research to discuss how a possible development path of our Emergent Platform can be realized.

II. OUR VISION OF AN ARCHITECTURE FOR AN EMERGENT PLATFORM DESIGN

Dynamic adaptive software systems in an IoT based environment can be designed from reusable software components [1], e.g., as proposed in the DAiSI component model [4], which describes the structure and the behavior of the system. Therefore, software components and interfaces are used to describe the building blocks of the architecture. The behavior is described on the basis of a contract based approach. The contracts are used by the system to check required and provided interfaces of software components for semantic compatibility at run-time.

As introduced in Section I, the software components used in our scenario are service software components. A service software component is similar to the definition of a software component in component-based software development [5][6]. Here, a software component is a deployable and executable software entity. It defines required and provided interfaces. A software component is executed by calling functions from its implemented provided interfaces, whereas a service instance is defined as a software component which has been already deployed for execution by en execution environment.

An interface defines a set of actions, which is understood by the provider and the user of an interface [7]. An action contains a function name, a list of parameters that are inputs and an output. Thereby, the interpretation of a parameter from a service description is called semantic and thus are used to test semantic compatibility of software components. Furthermore, an interface can exist independently of a component which makes it possible to specify and test the system behavior without its concrete implementation. Hence, the syntax of an interface can be described by a service description language (e.g., WSDL defined by W3C).

In order to check the compatibility of a provided and required interface, the term contract is used [7]. A contract can be hierarchically classified on the syntactic, semantic, behavioral and non-functional level. A contract is instantiated by defining all necessary mappings between required and provided interfaces. As already explained in Section I, the process of a dynamic adaptive system must fulfill the expected system behavior. The latter is described as a sequence of business process related steps. A process is a composition of service descriptions from many service software components to describe the developed system behavior, which can be executed by an execution engine.

After introducing the basic terms, we now show our vision of a software architecture for the development of a dynamic adaptive system. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our emergent platform. The architecture consists of six major parts (see letters A-E in Figure 1) and will be briefly explained in the following:

Run-Time. At first, the system determines formal user requirements from interactions with the end user of an IoT environment in (A). Next, an appropriate application needs to be identified for identified user requirements. Therefore, a set of implementation independent component based interfaces is calculated. In principle this calculation checks if a subset of service descriptions, which are useful to fulfill the formal user requirements from (A), can be found. In a next step, the software system must determine available and executable software components for an application by evaluating registered software components from (D) of the software system and by composing them to a process (B). (B) then provides a set of software components for execution to (C). The expected system behavior is then fulfilled by the system behavior as an ongoing interaction (E) between user and system invoking software components (C).

Design-Time. In (D), all those service descriptions and software components are developed and maintained by a service integrator which could not be identified by (C) at run-time. In the following subsections, we explain how the interplay between the blocks (A) to (E) of a dynamic adaptive system in an IoT based environment is achieved in detail. The numbering of the subsections refers to the letters A-E as used in Figure 1.

A. User Goal and Requirements Handling

The user requirements handler (A) (see Figure 1) is responsible for automatic elicitation and formalization of emerging user requirements. Basically, user requirements of a software system express what a user wants to achieve and partially also how this should be achieved by the help of the software system [8]. Thus, more formally, user requirements specify parts of the process (i.e., how) that should be executed to achieve one or several user goals (i.e., what). Where we consider a user goal to be defined by a distinct state of the operating environment of a software system. A software system is then considered to fulfill the user requirements when the execution of its underlying process eventually leads to an environmental state that corresponds to a set of specified user goals.

Usually, such user requirements are elicited and formalized manually by requirements engineers during requirement-analysis-time and design-time of software systems. However, as already mentioned in Section I, a key aspect of IoT based execution environments is that user requirements do emerge during the run-time of software systems. As a consequence, the software system has to handle the challenges of elicitation and formalization of emerging user requirements automatically at run-time. In our proposed architecture, the user requirements might be communicated in two different ways: As an explicit request or as an implicit request. The difference between explicit and implicit user requests is characterized by different interaction patterns between user and platform. An explicit user request is actively formulated (e.g., in Natural Language (NL)) and forwarded to the platform by a user. Further, the user requirements handler might actively interact with the user (e.g., via a chatbot) to clarify possible ambiguities in the request. In contrast, an implicit request is not actively provided by a user, but rather triggered implicitly by conclusions drawn from inference over constant monitoring of a user. Besides a request, the user requirements handler (A) takes a user profile as a second type of artifact as input. Such a user profile can capture any kind of additional information about a user like for example information about a personal profile, preferences, or interests. Therefore, in the case of an explicit user request, the user requirements handler (A) takes an actively formulated request and a user profile that captures additional information about the user as input. Based on this input, it tries to
automatically elicitate and formalize the formulated user goals and requirements. In this context, “formalized” means that the determined user requirements are encoded in a structured, machine-readable format (e.g., JSON). In contrast, in the case of an implicit user request, the user requirements handler (A) takes unstructured observational data of the end user and a user profile that captures additional information about the user as input. Then it tries to extract and formalize meaningful user requirements through continuous analysis of the data stream from user monitoring and creation of an implicit request when it is recognized that the user currently plans to achieve a supported user goal. In both cases, a formal domain model of the environment is needed that models important aspects of the operating environment of the software system (e.g., user goals, objects, possible user actions, etc.). As a next step, the service registry (D) component is checked to determine available and executable software components that are relevant for an application. Here, the main challenge is to match the identified user requirements from the domain model of the environment with service descriptions. As the composition mechanism should support an emergent property, the matching is performed by an algorithm at run-time. After determining an application for the identified user requirements, the user requirements handler forwards the service descriptions to the composition mechanism (B).

B. Composition Mechanism

The composition mechanism (B) is responsible on determining a process of a set of service instances that reflects the order by which services are supposed to be called, to fulfill an application which is provided by the user requirements handler (A). An evaluated service instance in (D) can represent one among many implementations for one service description. Consequently, different compositions can be identified by the mechanism to fulfill the same application. The decision of choosing the right composition is influenced by many factors. In our architecture we consider the user feedback (see Section II-E) and quality attributes (e.g., economic costs).

In this regard, we aim to enable new composition patterns that can emerge dynamically at run-time as illustrated in Figure 2. A pattern describes the structure of a process considering the factors mentioned above. The most optimal pattern is the pattern that achieves a high score meeting the factors after evaluation. As an example, Figure 2-B shows a chain pattern consisting of different providers and consumers as service instances. Yet, a different pattern (e.g., a tree pattern as shown in Figure 2-B) might be more optimal. For this, an evaluation mechanism that reasons over the factors is needed (as also mentioned in [9]). For these patterns to emerge, we review the description languages and discovery mechanism that can contribute not only to a pre-designed dynamic solution, but also enable these patterns to emerge and offer the possibility for the system to adopt one pattern. Hence, in order to define a robust composition mechanism, a unified formal description for both: (i) the service description of the interfaces (achieved by (B) in Figure 1), and (ii): the available software and component services (which will be invoked by (D) in Figure 1) are necessary.

Figure 2. Service Composition Patterns: (A): Tree pattern, (B): Chain pattern

Fulfilling an application and ensuring a positive feedback of the end user can be seen as a problem of navigation in a three dimensional space as shown in Figure 3. The first axis consists of the availability of services, that are the available service instances or descriptions at a given point in time: The more services are available, the more flexible is the composition mechanism towards different end user feedback. The second axis consists of the environments, each environment can be related to different applications that require a variety of available services, which has to be handled by the composition mechanism. This cross-environments composition is a key element in the emergent composition of services. Thirdly, the application axis consists of a set of applications that are present in one or
more environments, they may share the same service instances or reuse the same process. Hence, an emerging composition pattern is the result of an efficient navigation through this space and thus, can not be provided at design-time, but rather emerges from the continuous interaction of the system with its environment (e.g., end user and IoT environment) at run-time. To evaluate a pattern composed from service instances for a given subset of service descriptions, the results from three different evaluation mechanisms must be considered: The service registry block must evaluate the interface compatibility of the service instances. As shown in Figure 3, new applications can be identified after the execution of an emergent composition. Thus, the service descriptions used by service instances of the new application must be evaluated. If the interfaces are compatible (see Subsection II-D) and the new application from the emergent composition can be semantically matched to formal user requirements, then a pattern can be considered for evaluation in the three dimensional space.

C. Execution Engine and User Interface

The execution engine (D) is responsible for executing the process generated by the composition mechanism (B). The user interface (E) is a front-end component that is accessed by the end user to execute the generated process. As user interface design and process execution are not part of our main research focus, we rely on state-of-the-art technologies. In general, the following steps are performed:

An ordered set of service descriptions (i.e., a process) which has been identified by the composition mechanism (B) is displayed to the user. All services contained within the set of service descriptions are available or compatible to available service instances. Next, the user interface collects feedback from the user and forwards this feedback to the user requirements handler (A) and the composition mechanism (B). Components (A) and (B) use the feedback to improve their performance for future requests and compositions. Afterwards, when positive user feedback is received, the execution engine invokes the respective service instances by using the needed interaction style.

Finally, values and messages as returned by the provided service instances are passed from the service registry (D) to the execution engine (C).

D. Service Integration in the Service Registry

The service registry (D) answers the questions which service instances and descriptions are available and which service instances fulfill a request. Hence, the service registry stores a set of service descriptions and manages the location as well as the interaction style with the service instances. Here, the execution engine (C) invokes available services during process execution. Now, the question becomes how service descriptions and service instances are managed within the platform and by whom.

Service descriptions may or may not conform to standards, common vocabularies or namespaces. Hence, the semantic level is unrestricted. However, the composition mechanisms are based on a service description language which specifies the syntactical level so that the composition mechanism (B) is able to process available service descriptions. A service integrator is responsible to describe service instances with a service description language. Service descriptions contain domain-specific parameters that are mapped to other service descriptions. The service integrator has a technical role within the platform team (e.g., no third parties). One service description can be fulfilled by multiple service instances (see “[1..n]” in Figure 1). The following steps are performed during system design-time (i.e., every time the system is maintained):

The input to the service registry are service descriptions that should be registered.

Next, the service integrator must decide whether to create a new service description or provide a compatibility contract from a provided (e.g., new service instance) to a required Service Description (e.g., already available in the platform). These mappings are called vertical mappings. Furthermore, service descriptions can be mapped to existing service descriptions for establishing a relationship between outputs of a service that may serve as an input to another service. These mappings are called horizontal mappings.

Finally, the service registry contains all service descriptions and associated service instances which potentially can be accessed by the platform. Furthermore, all possible mappings found by the service integrator to translate similar service descriptions into each other are specified. This can be done based on services or on a process produced by the composition mechanism (B).

E. Process Result and Feedback

A given process is only accepted based on the feedback of the end user. In addition to the evaluation of processes, the end user feedback is necessary to determine if the process can be accepted for execution by the execution engine. For example, the user can not afford the quoted price for booking an event and consequently decline a step of a process. Hence, a user feedback mechanism has to be defined and deployed and a validation process is required. Hence, a service instance, service description or the whole composed process can be declined by the end user. Based on the end user feedback, new composition patterns are pushed to emerge by the composition mechanism (see Section II-B). Once, a composition pattern is accepted, the execution engine can then execute the chosen process. In addition, the user requirements handler can use the feedback to evaluate whether the recognized requirements matched the real requirements of the user.

III. APPLICATION SCENARIO

In order to get a better understanding of emergence, this section will present two use cases and discuss their emergent behavior. The use cases are related to different application environments.
A. Automated Event Booking

The automated event booking can support the end user to manage his spare time. Therefore, an end user provides a profile to the software system: For example, favorite sports, food and public transport (e.g., because he does not own a car). Figure 4 illustrates the interaction between the end user and our proposed emergent platform.

The user requirements handler (A) starts to identify possible formal user requirements from the profile and from the message explicitly provided by the end user: These can be basketball, football and yoga as sport activities. Moreover, it identifies the time schedule and the location of the end users spare time. As a next step, applications in form of a set of service descriptions from the service registry (D) are determined which are semantically equivalent to the identified formal user requirements.

In this scenario, a set of possible applications can be identified: One can consist of the service descriptions Sports Event Service and Taxi Service. Another application can consist of Restaurant Search Service in addition to, the same service descriptions as in the first application.

The Sports Event Service can provide different sport events in a specific area, such as football and basketball games. The Weather Service provides the current temperature and the weather forecast. The Restaurant Search Service provides different restaurants, including the type of kitchen (Spanish fast food, etc.) in a specific area. And the Taxi Services enables booking a taxi from taxi companies such as Uber.

The set of applications is then provided to the composition mechanism (B). Based on the available service instances, the composition mechanism evaluates possible composition patterns in order to determine a process. Since the end users residence is Mannheim, the mechanism determines a set of services instances regarding their availability: Figure 4 constitutes the service instances used in the service registry (D), which can be used by (B) to compose a process. The process is then provided to the front-end software component (C) and is executed by the execution engine (E). As a result, the software system provides process steps to the end user which enable the user to book a football event and a taxi for transportation to the event-location (E). If the end user accepts this event, the platform will book the tickets and the taxi for him, if not it will try to evaluate another activity as an emerged composition: For example, a dinner in a Mexican restaurant. The emergence is represented by the behavior of the software system driven by the feedback from the end user and the IoT environment.

B. Home Automation

The smart home automation is responsible for managing energy flows of a house. Its goal is to manage the temperature and controlling the alarm system as economic efficient as possible for the end user. Unlike the first use case the user request is implicit, thus the smart home automation is observing the end user. The alarm should be turned off and the room temperature adjusted to a comfortable level, when the end user arrives at home: The user requirements handler (A) observes the actions and preferences of the end user and, based on the available services (see Figure 5), evaluates the best subset of service instance for composition to meet the user preferences and goals (B). The execution engine starts to execute the process provided by (B), after the end user acknowledge the process with the user interface (C) by providing his feedback (E). The process is executed as follows: It uses the actual GPS position from the user. When the end user getting closer to the house, then the home automation starts the climate control and turns off the alarm. Furthermore, the automation manages the energy flow in the house. For example, if the weather conditions are good, then the climate control can be powered by energy from the solar system of the home. This can be achieved by a balanced energy consumption strategy in cooperation urban energy suppliers.

IV. CHALLENGES

A. Regarding User Goal and Requirements Handling

Specifying accurate and correct user requirements is crucial to ensure that a software system, which is developed from these user requirements, will be useful to the end users. As already highlighted in Section II, currently these tasks are handled manually by requirements engineers that specify the user requirements at design-time of a software system in cooperation with the end users. Over the past decades several different frameworks for requirements engineering were proposed and researched [8]. One popular framework is the KAOS framework [10], which is a multi-paradigm goal oriented modelling framework. Another example is the agent-oriented modelling framework [9] [11], which is built around concepts such as goals, abilities, beliefs and commitments, and is the base of the Tropos methodology [12] which allows for validation by model-checking. However, all these frameworks include much manual work of requirements engineers during design-time of a software system. This contradicts to an important envisioned ability of the proposed platform, which is the automatic elicitation and formalization of user requirements.

Figure 4. This scenario illustrates how the taxi service is provided in addition to the booking service.

Figure 5. This scenario illustrates how the different services are provided in addition to the alarm service.
that emerge during run-time of a software system. Hence, the following two challenges are relevant in the context of the user requirements handler (A):

**How can user requirements be elicited automatically from unstructured data?** Along the lines of the distinction between explicit- and implicit user requirements, this challenge can be further subdivided into two sub-challenges. Both cases represent significant challenges that require different methods to be solved. In the case of an explicit request (like the example described in Section III-A) untrained end users are usually not able to express their requirements in a structured, machine-readable format, but rather describe their goals in NL. This is a major challenge, as descriptions in NL are commonly incomplete and ambiguous [13]. The same holds for an implicit request, where user goals are not even explicitly described, but are rather hidden in unstructured observational data that is generated through continuous monitoring of the end users. In the context of the example scenario described in Section III-B, an implicit request could be created when the system recognizes that the end user currently has the goal to go home from the past observed changes of the environment (e.g., change of user location). Hence, to achieve automatic elicitation of user requirements, the proposed platform has to be able to extract the relevant user goals and requirements from an unstructured input data format (e.g., NL or observational data), in order to use them for the composition of a useful software service.

Over the past decade first efforts towards automatic extraction of user requirements from explicit user interaction appeared. For example, van Rooijen et al. [14] try to automatically generate user requirements from sets of input examples that are created by the end users in the form of sequence diagrams. As an extension to this approach, van Rooijen et al. [15] try to learn such sequence diagrams directly from NL descriptions. Recently another approach uses a chatbot to refine user requirements that were extracted from NL input in a feedback communication cycle with the end users [16]. Some of these approaches might also be applicable in the context of the platform architecture proposed in this paper. In contrast, there has not been done much work yet towards the direction of automatically recognizing user requirements from unstructured observational data in the field of software systems engineering. However, the topic of automatically recognizing user goals and plans from observational data is a long standing research area in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community. First works in this area appeared in the mid 80s and early 90s [17][18]. Several prominent recent approaches formulate the goal recognition problem as a planning problem which can be solved by the use of classical AI planners [19][20]. Another approach that adopts machine learning techniques, was proposed by Zeng et al. [21]. They use inverse reinforcement learning to model human behaviour to recognize goals in a dynamic local network interdiction environment. We envision that some of these approaches might be useful for automatic requirement elicitation in the context of implicit user interaction.

**How can user requirements be formalized?** Once the relevant user goals and requirements were extracted, they have to be transformed to a formal, machine-readable format so that the composition mechanism (B) can handle them. In literature there exist several approaches to formalize user requirements like for example state machines, activity diagrams, or sequence-diagrams [14][22]. Another possibility would be to use a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to formally encode the elicited user requirements. Besides these formats that focus on behavioral aspects, there are also some approaches that focus on the structural aspects of software systems, like class diagrams or entity relationship models [22]. However, as the structure of the composed software component process is considered to be an emergent property, which emerges during composition, of the proposed platform, these kinds of models might be too restrictive regarding the structure of composed services. Hence, it is not clear which kind of formalization format is suited best for the application in the context of the proposed emergent platform architecture.

In addition, also the transformation which is required to translate the elicited requirements to such a format is challenging, because it requires a mechanism that is able to interpret the semantic meaning of them. To achieve this some kind of domain model (e.g., a domain ontology) that encodes relevant semantic information about the environment is required. Overall, the formalization format and transformation mechanism that are used have to provide a level of semantic, behavioral, and structural information that on the one hand is sufficient to compose meaningful software component processes from it, but on the other hand does not restrict the degrees of freedom of the composition mechanism (B) in a way that its emergent behaviour is harmed or prohibited.

![Composition space navigated using Markov Decision Process (MDP)](image)

**B. Regarding Composition Mechanism**

As introduced in Section III, several application types can be identified in the home automation use case. Two examples are, energy management and user comfort applications (see Figure 6). The composition is governed by certain quality attributes of available service instances to fulfill the two possible concrete applications described in Section III and navigate through the three dimensional space (as introduced in Subsection II-B). Similar research has been made in this regard such as multi-agent solutions [23] and genetic algorithms [24]. The two challenges are to construct a suitable structure for the three dimensional problem space and and to evaluate emerged composition patterns. In order to enable a composition pattern to emerge, two main questions need to be answered:

**How to compose?** One fundamental question that rises when speaking of service composition is how the composition component is able to compose the relevant service instances.

As the composition mechanism is responsible to compose a process that fulfills an application, discovering the instances in the service registry (D) is a main challenge. In our suggested
solution, which is provided later in this section, we consider all possible compositions and evaluate each composition if it fulfills a given application or not. This leads us to the second question:

**How to evaluate a given composition?** After composing a set of service instances, the validity and optimality of the obtained process has to be evaluated. We also consider this in our suggested solution later in this section by speaking of an optimal policy (the formal term for the evaluation function).

To answer the questions, we suggest to formulate the composition problem as a markovian problem [25]. A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a mathematical tool that is used to solve decision problems, it consists of a 4-tuple \( M = (S, A, P, R) \), such that:

- \( S \): Is a set of the system states (State space)
- \( A \): Is a set of actions that the system can act on based on the current state (Action space).
- \( P \): Is the probability function that indicates the probability of transitioning to state \( s' \) when taking action \( a \) at state \( s \) (\( \Pr(s'|s,a) \)).
- \( R \): The expected immediate reward for taking action \( a \) at state \( s \) and transiting to state \( s' \) (\( r = R(s'|s,a) \)).

Similar to [9], a dynamic composition is realized using a reinforcement learning method, the main challenge of such an approach is the definition of the sets of states and actions.

Furthermore, engineering a reward function for the expected reward based on an emergent composition is a challenging task. Once, the challenge of designing the problem as a MDP, the solution challenge is how to obtain a policy \( \pi \) that helps detect all emergent behaviors and provide an optimal one. As shown in Figure 6, a MDP will emerge based on navigating different environments, applications and available service instances and descriptions. The compatibility of composed services is referred to as Semantic Interoperability and explained in the Section IV-C. Finally, the emergent process that is found to be the most optimal is then provided to the end user. If the feedback of the end user shows that the emergent process is accepted, the process is executed by the execution engine. Otherwise, it is not executed.

### C. Regarding Service Integration in the Service Registry

Semantic Interoperability and Semantic Integration is a research topic since the 90s [26][27]. The interoperability of a required and a provided service is ensured when their syntactic level (e.g., data types and representation), semantic level (e.g., range of parameters or pre- and postconditions) and behavioural level (e.g., constraints on the ordering of interactions sequence) can be mapped [7]. In the context of distributed systems such as the presented platform, interactions styles implemented by the communication protocols (e.g., client-server) and non-functional properties are added. In most systems, syntactic incompatibility cannot happen as IoT components support standard communication protocols like HTTP over JSON. Consequently, the compatibility challenge shifts to the semantic level. In a distributed system, this is commonly referred to as Semantic Interoperability [26]. Semantic Interoperability ensures that services and data exchanges between a provided and a required interface makes sense - that the requester and provider have a common understanding of the “meaning” of services and data [26]. Semantic interoperability in distributed systems is mainly achieved by establishing semantic correspondences (i.e., mappings) between vocabularies of different sources [27]. The question how to achieve semantic interoperability in dynamic and adaptive systems is still actively researched. For instance, formal domain standards such as ontologies or Linked Open Data vocabularies quickly lose their claim for correctness. Linked Open Data sources are prone to errors and inconsistencies (due to a lack of quality control) and ontologies must be constantly monitored and updated due to the pervasiveness and volatility of the underlying IoT environments [28]. In the scope of the presented architecture, the following challenges are relevant:

**How are service components integrated?** IoT services can be combined with other applications and services to create complex, context-aware business services. Therefore, service integration can either be performed from top-down or bottom-up [29]. Bottom-up refers to whether pre-existing service interfaces are glued together and thus adapter may be required due to mismatches. Top-down refers to, given a pre-existing composition model, which suitable interfaces need to be discovered and possibly adapted to fit into the composition.

From the viewpoint of distributed systems (i.e., semantic interoperability), flow-based composition tools are commonly used to model an automation process by plugging in service instances. A common modelling pattern for such tools is *If this then that but only if*. This pattern may be visualized by using graphical elements (e.g., IFTTT [30]) or textual templates (e.g., TASKER [31]). When a process is modelled, all of these platforms integrate the available service instances by implementing a software adapter that manages the communication between the service description used in the process and the services instance. Here, no service registry is used as all software adapters must be manually implemented by software engineers. Hence, the end user himself must choose 1) which of the available services satisfies his requirements (c.f. service registry (D)) and 2) how services may be composed (c.f. composition mechanism (B)). A modification of just passing data and services offered by the service instance to the user interface of a platform is to define a domain-specific model. For example, the smart home platform openHAB [32] defines its data properties in a device vendor-independent way. In fact, the top-down defined domain model must be used to map device specific characteristic during software adapter implementation. Hence, the service integrator interprets both, the provided device interfaces and the required domain-specific model. However, this integration knowledge is not stored in a searchable format. Furthermore, this kind of integration knowledge is hard to reuse as every platform designs its own domain model.

On the one hand, the proposed platform in this paper should rely on heterogeneous and dynamically moving software components to provide emergent behaviour (i.e., vertical mappings between service instance and service description). On the other hand, the composition mechanism (B) requires a uniform representation of semantically interoperable service instances (i.e., horizontal mappings between service descriptions). Now, the question is whether the service integrator maps available service instances based on a top-down defined domain model or if a domain model of services is built up from the available service descriptions. In both ways, mappings are required. Hence, engineering approaches that can adapt and compensate...
efficiently for a reconfiguration of service provisioning when context changes are necessary [28].

How can semantic interoperability between service components be achieved automatically? If mappings are required anyways when dealing with heterogeneous software components, the service integrator should be supported to create them. Current approaches such as INTER-IoT [33] heavily rely on the usage of domain ontologies. Therefore, a wide body of ontologies for different application domains can be used (see the website [34] for an overview). For example, Lov4IoT defines a subset of linked data vocabularies that are relevant within several domains that are affected by IoT (e.g., Home Automation or Wearables). When all service descriptions do refer to the same ontology concepts for a certain domain, then the ontologies can be queried for available mappings for needed vocabularies. As a consequence, generating a software adapter automatically is reduced to a technical challenge. However, most service instances do not provide semantic annotations and/or a machine-readable service description. Furthermore, it must be ensured that the domain ontology does contain all needed concepts so that the service integrator can map them based on a service instance. Hence, semantic annotations are critical for engineering integration knowledge in IoT.

From the viewpoint of artificial intelligence (i.e., semantic integration), ontologies are the state-of-the-art for storing the meaning of data. As IoT systems themselves offer data-driven service interfaces (i.e., mostly RESTful with no state or special behaviour), ontologies are often used in platform-based systems [33][35]. Naturally, the usage of an ontology is also possible within the proposed architecture. However, what makes semantic data handling in IoT more challenging and fraught with technical difficulties is the scale of data generated by its corresponding resources, continuous changes in the state (and consequently description) of the resources and volatility of the IoT environments [28]. Hence, creating engineering tools that allow to cope with the increasing amount of IoT devices, their services and, most importantly, their combination by providing automation, reasoning and intelligence need to be designed. Furthermore, the question which service description language (e.g., Ope-nAPI or SA-WSDL) [36] and which mapping language is applicable by the service integrator and, more importantly, how semantic correspondences are captured during the lifecycle of the proposed platform must be answered.

To tackle these two challenges, a novel integration method called Knowledge-driven Architecture Composition that relies on an incremental formalization process for semantics can be used [37]. This method explicitly allows for incompleteness of integration knowledge and supports an evolutionary instead of an revolutionary definition of domain models (i.e., not based on fixed domain ontologies at system design-time). The novelty of this approach is formalizing semantic integration knowledge per use-case in a bottom-up manner. By focusing on integration knowledge instead of conforming to technological-oriented interface descriptions and standards, the method maximizes the impact for formalizing the semantic mappings as a concrete use-case must be present. Hence, formalization does only take place if it is specifically needed. The additional formalization effort in addition to implementing software adapters pays off as adapters for future devices can be generated (semi- automatically through the usage of reasoning principles.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a vision of an architecture as a so-called Emergent Platform. Using the architecture, a software engineer is able to develop a dynamic adaptive system which fulfills the emergent properties of an IoT based environment. The main building blocks of the architecture are separated into run-time and design-time. At run-time, the building blocks are capable to determine an application for user requirements, which emerge from the IoT environment based on available services. In a next step, the composition mechanism of the system provides the system behavior as a process which fulfills the expected behavior of an application. Thus, the mechanism to determine a process for an required application that emerged at run-time may minimize manual system maintenance. The feasibility of the architecture is exemplified with two use-cases from the home automation and event booking domain. In the future, we plan to evaluate the feasibility of identified techniques. Thus, our next step is a prototypical implementation including the technical basis for the composition mechanism.
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